Dark Victory-Brenda Joyce
The Curious Case of the Clockwork Man-Mark Hodder
The 34th Degree-Thomas Greanias
Entangled: the eater of souls-Graham Hancock
Household Gods-Judith Tarr
Prospero Lost-L. Jagi Lamplighter
The Dreamthief’s Daughter: a tale of the albino-Michael Moorcock
The Better Mousetrap-Tom Holt
The Angel of Forgetfulness-Steve Stern
Out of Time-Lynn Abbey
Beside the Ocean of Time-George Mackay Brown
Lorien Lost-Michael King
End of the Century-Chris Roberson
Sepulchre-Kate Mosse
Labyrinth-Kate Mosse
Paths Not Taken-Simon R. Green
The Time Engine-Sean McMullen
The Barbed Coil-J.V. Jones
Servant of the Bones-Anne Rice

The Time Traveler's Wife-Audrey Niffenegger
The Brahms Deception-Louise Marley
In High Places-Harry Turtledove
Knight Errant-R. Garcia y Robertson
The Map Across Time: a fairy tale-C.S. Lakin
Navigator-Stephen Baxter
The Iron Bridge-David Morse
1633-David Weber & Eric Flint
Time Travelers Never Die-Jack McDevitt
A Secret Atlas-Michael A. Stackpole
Cartomancy-Michael A. Stackpole

The Watch: being the unauthorized sequel to Peter A. Kropotkin's Memoirs of a revolutionist as imparted to Dennis Danvers by Anchee Mahur, traveler from a distant future, or, A science fiction novel-Dennis Danvers

Hunter's Run-George R.R. Martin, Gardner Dozois, & Daniel Abraham

The Graveyard Game-Kage Baker
Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency - Douglas Adams

The Bone Clocks-David Mitchell
Tunneling-Beth Bosworth